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I don’t think I can willingly transition into a finance monk, it would have to be the result of a breakdown.



It’s funny
that when I was a little boy
and super rude,
my mom would yell,
“stop being so fresh!”

But she didn’t know
that in Black culture
that meant stylish
and cool.



“I needed her asshole like crack cocaine.”

“Men own women’s bodies just like any other property.”



It is both their surface and their depth 
that makes them your personal icon.

Nonplussed literally has two meanings that 
oppose each other. Look it up. That’s how 
smart and rational humans are.



Whites 
will join 
the white 

Jews during 
the final 
race war 

It will be 
ALL poc vs 
white Jews



Every idea that expressed a “way” is fascism.



you’re not 
depressed,
you’re a 
woman.



Sorry dad, I’m pussypilled.

An artist can’t second guess their instincts regarding their art. 
You’re gonna learn a lot about yourself and at times it can be 
scary, but that’s you, for better or worse, lol.





CHAPTER
THREE:
Here is my question: If Jewish supremacy is 
real, why is everyone else so weak? How has 
such a small percentage of people been able 
to dominate you? Isn’t that a bit sad that 
your people, Goyim, are such losers lol?



Zion is the greatest 
irony of all time.



I would never die for a cause.
I would change my opinion to live.





I won’t fuck you until your pussy stops crying cunt



For a man to be hot all they have to do is expose 
some of their bigotry and flippantly say female body 
parts a lot with confidence.



I have to relaly just think about my CV right now, I will call u back soon.



Only women should complain, cry, hurt, be jealous, 
care about anything. Men have two jobs; be horny, 

make good money.



 
 Carve a swastika in ur forehead to counter the
 invasive Jewish brainwaves they are manipulating remotely 
using advanced neural oscil lation PSYOP techniques.



You working out that tight ass is exactly so people don’t look at it.



The -1 acknowledges post-truth. It doesn’t believe 
in transcendence; it generates dummy_data.



I actually like being gay, I think it makes me mature.

Ironing is so anti-hetero man.



Old small edition books and records or tapes have the most aura to me 
because they’re meant for a rare few, due to shared cult interest. Singular 
objects, like a manuscript or original master tape or vinyl remains valuable, 
but is still a cold body, as it is the ghosts that creates the aura.



Ur loser bf 
respects u too 
much to fuck u 
like the slut u r, 
that’s why u get 
wet looking at 
my page cunt.



OPINIONS
ON

ISRAEL
MATTER!

CHAPTER
THREE :



I worshIp cops 
and desIre to 
live In a gated 
community.



it’s crazy how there’s animals in the cold with their little naked 
shriveled nuts.M



CHAPTER
FIVE : Me just talking to you
is more interesting than a museum.



She laid down 

fully nude on 
my black marble 

table and I 

PLAYED with 

her tight little 

asshole



Actual psychotic episodes I’ve experienced:

For some reason I trespassed a docked cruise ship because I 
thought there was a big party being thrown for me. Something was 
calling me to jump into the ocean but thankfully I didn’t. Thought a 
helicopter was coming to pick me up. Cops were called on me and 
I started kicking their car while handcuffed.

Wandering around uptown and publicly pissed under a Calder
sculpture near the IBM building.

Looked at pictures of my dad and I when I was younger and 
thought it was photoshopped and that he was actually an actor and 
not my real dad. When I confronted him it became an argument and 
he thought I was going to hit him. Cops came and I threatened to 
punch one.

Saw a spinning floating Burberry scarf on the subway. Thought I 
was in a movie and rambling about Chinese people.

Thought everyone in a psychward was an actor. Interrogating a
complete shizophrenic talking nonsense thinking it was fake.

Hallucinating swastikas.

Talking to birds and a clock (my mom mentioned the clock, as I 
don’t recall that one). 

Following street signs, thinking it was taking me somewhere
imagined.



But your honor I’m Post-Cringe.



CHAPTER
FIVE : you and 2 of your best 
bros go up to a mansion’s bed-
room coked the fuck up. there 
are 10 apple-bottom thicc thot 
asses lined up for you buck na-
ked. all different colors. stroke 
stroke pass, one by one, over 
and over again until all y’all nut 
all over them in exquisite
uncontrollable ecstasy.





CHAPTER
FIVE : I WILL BE BOTH HER 
GAY AND HER FATHER



I grew up dirt poor in a 
barn and I was naked 
with hay in my ass all 

the time from sleeping 
on the dirt floor. 

My penis stunk like 
horse shit and rocks.





I need someone with experience
to each me how to kiss

because when me and my male friends
practice on each other
it’s like the blind leading the blind

and I just
wanna be prepared
when it finally happens
in real life.

h



AIDS



Marxists are so annoying and gay, all they do is complain all the 
time. Clean it up wagie! Not my problem.



See, I’m a person that actually does things, 
moves people, invents new logics, inspires 

hundreds, maybe thousands of people with 
every form imaginable. Why would I care 
what ur lazy ass “thinks”? Go do something.

    etw



u
Why is Frances Ha every girl I’ve dated? Autism chaser : ( 

When men start trying to give advice on social 
media u know it is for themselves hahaha.



Hey, if ur 
orgasm 

challenged 
that’s not 
really my 
problem.



“Bathing her in hot jizz kept me 
organized and focused.”

I’d tell ya to not give up but I’d be doing u a disservice.

R



As a straight man I can be gay because I’m trans-orientation.



Even my flesh light annoys me.



Being responsible for your own mistakes is the first lesson. 
Then later on, in jobs or family, you become responsible for

other’s mistakes, which is the second harder lesson.



Lotta peeps say I should do standup. I hate stand-
up and I have no interest in entertaining people. I 
do what I do here just to release endless thoughts 
that distract me. U think I give a fuck about mak-
ing some lame comedy fan laugh? Comedians are 
beta jesters.

Everything is a bit. I honestly don’t even know how 
to not be performative, blame philsophy or some-
thing.



My
father 

taught me 
how to

suck dick.





I want to
pimp
out
a jar of Mayo
in Newark s

(



CHAPTER
SIX :



I support all 
forms of
Genocide. 

CHAPTER
SEVEN :



College is for fatties.

This is all taking place 
in the Omnicringe.



Nothing worse than cucked whites.





Im’a be a hoe till I’m like 50 and then take care of a woman under 
25 and let her do whatever she want on the side

as long as I can watch sometimes.
Bienstock does things differently.

Not having bias is a bias ya goof.p



When I’m skimming ur shitty gay-ass “writing”When I’m skimming ur shitty gay-ass “writing”

I’m looking for two words. 

Can you guess them?

Alex Bienstock.

If I don’t see that

I don’t care one bit.

(the easiest form, as opposed to actually “doing”)

x
Me love me pop tarts.



Take
the money
and cum.

n





It’s always the bitches 
who don’t give sloppy 
toppy that don’t want u 
watchin porn.

Hoe, I’m not trying to
exercise everytime I 
wanna nut.

CHAPTER
SIX:



I don’t care about being right. I care about making fun of u.





CHAPTER
FIFTEEN: Jewish ogre named Shek



You are not a friend 
or lover to me. 
You are simply 
an opportunity.

I’m not interested in 
chemistry,

I’m 
interested 
in pure 

math bitch





I’m into clout... but like, ironically.



What’s the point of not being gay? Makeks no sense. 

Babe, I have no issue with Friday Fredrico working out his 
olive skin abs smashing your pussy before we hang out 
tonight to play board games until 9pm, but can you at least 
wash up before I come over this time? I can smell his Rite 
Aid cologne.x





Ever since Covid I be boycotting Asian food breh



I’m not in that “we’re just friends” way, but secretly we do disgusting 
things to each other’s assholes while throwing up the Roman salute.







I can play with an ass for hours,
just kneading it like meatloaf. 

I think it’s because I’m autistic.

w
When someone gets upset at something you say or do 
(minus violence obviously) just be like, “oh, I didn’t know I 
was on Earth exclusively for you!”



“It’s important to have long conversations with Satan, especially when God keeps 
you on seen— but to know when you need space, in hope for God to return.”



Everyone here
except me

is a cuck

(She let me hit cuz I’m gay)



Let’s l ighten up al i l , let each other typo, say dumb shit , cmon 
this isn’t a job man, unbutton a l itt le bit .

Really into schizo-lit. Getting sucked off in the back of Au bon Pain.

I don't like 
how you're 
not a thot .



CHAPTER
SIX : The lore can consume you.



onion tits

I’ve never been in a photo with a female tbh. They get embarrassed and run out of frame to safety.



It’s cool how the Staples logo includes a staple as the L. 
Someone did their homework.



A lot of times what’s no one’s business is your greatest hurdle.

There’s like these new corecore e-girls that aren’t
thotty or overly artsy, something is happening hmmmm.z



Titty meat taste like bulgogi
if u catch em 
after a 
long
showerless
day

The only problem with Onlyfans is that now you also prob see em 
on X being emo, polit ical , or spiteful as well . The whole point was 
to just see the fantasy version of u, not al l ur problems too; we 
already have to deal w that w ir l gir ls bruh.d



Neg him.

If he gets 
mad, he’s gay.



People who think they’re geniuses because they remember what year a war began.

Me and my dad like to run train on midgets.



Stay mad at Leo Decaprio, it’s really effecting him.



I wanna have a foursome with geese .

Gaza looks like an ash tray . Palestine is Queer . w
 w
 w

Getting a Throat Goat neck tat .

 wI love your Father but only sexually .



If I follow you I don’t respect you.



My feelings for you kind of just fell through the cracks

my bad…

Beta-jesters NEED you to find them SO funny and cool. It’s 
like the comedic equivalent to “did u cum, did u cum?”Q



If we still hooking up after 5 months u can’t ever say it was 
bad or regretful no matter how much u want an excuse. 

That’s cap in case.



and study
her little
hot

mustard turds. 

I wanna
change a
grown woman’s diaper
sooo bad



I wanna get the word NFT tattooed on my cock and 
have one person own it,

but it’s also available to anyone else too lol.

Bro even in college I got yelled at by teachers.



Having it all but working for it is nothing to celebrate cuz u still have to do stuff, 
which is lame. Having it all and not really having to work for it is truly something to 
brag about and believe in God for. That’s an actual miracle and worth being grate-
ful for. I only want to be around people who have it all miraculously. Those are the 
golden children. The children of the rich are the closest to actual angels and su-

preme beings. We can’t judge them or find them less, but actually we must seek 
them and worship their miraculous birth. It is Marxist in the worst romantic way to 
validate hard work with pretentious notions of pride. We were simply not blessed 

by the grace of God like the born wealthy.

When ur 35 and still sort of “scene-y” it’s really weird. There’s still the “cool” 
bros taking pictures of rooms full of people, hot girls that all take pictures of 
themselves naked and pretend to want boyfriends, new gallerists and film 
people saying how “alternative” they are and so and so. It’s all the same 
shit over and over again, but as an aging-out orbiter who has no more 

clout to gain, you get a fuller picture; a fuller picture of how to leverage that 
all, instead of blacking out on god knows what and ditching your 4th job in 

3 months.

There’s of course a really dark side to Clout. You can become a condom 
of sorts so people can enter a “space”. You can become a currency with 

tons of fingerprints. You can become a locus instrumentalized to piggy 
back off of. There’s a real cybernetics to it all that you can try to avoid or 
lean into. What seems to be going on with Donald Crumps is this enlight-

enment and the difficulty of it all.



Falls out of love in a day, but never falls out of lust;
Hmmm I wonder which one is more “real” and reliable?

I <3 T and A.



CHAPTER
SIX :
Words bother you because you’re insecure.



I’ll be
so inattentive
during sex
that I’ll ask myself
if I came.

v



You can’t right the 
wrongs of the past 

because they weren’t 
universally considered 

wrong.

Nothing is more alpha 
than sending her a pic 
of urself at ur most 

shriveled.



Think about it. A woman could theoretically ALWAYS have sex. A man 
HAS to be aroused. That is a shortcoming and demands a lot from a 

woman. Because of that, a man has to do MUCH more to truly earn a 
woman’s respect and reciprocity. 

It’s a biological fact that can’t be argued with.



CHAPTER
SEVEN: Michael Jackson 
made me do penis spins.



,
......My femcel wife is a child E-whore.



as some asses

I’m sorry

No soul is as nice



CHAPTER
TEN : I identify as a white male hetero cis Cryptolib. 
Unless all of that was ordered to be
murdered, then I’m something else.

CHAPTER
ELEVEN : Nobody here is as talented or interesting 
as me so it does get boring, but at least I make mad 
dough and get nudes. Kind of rules.

CHAPTER
TWELVE : Actors, musicians, magazine writers, models, 
professional artists, comedians, film people, etc. These 
are beta people; usually super insecure drug addicts 
that can’t stand themselves. They edit themselves, 
rehearse, care about what others think, usually OD 
pretty young or have terrible family lol, which is funny 
lmao.

CHAPTER
THIRTEEN : I want some homeless pussy now!!! 
Mmmm hungry sweety? Here is my cum, but you 
have to eat it with your homeless asshole mmmmmm 
:)



I love the idea
of bosses
just feigning complete obliviousness
of the master/slave dynamic.

They’ll be like,
“wait, you didn’t care for a millisecond?, that’s insane!”
This isn’t me being Marxist or something,
it’s just observational humor.

Taking Marx seriously in 2023 over the age of 15 is just BAD.

I would not be caught dead
with a job!
Gay!
I sell my farts
wholesale
to flatulence merchants.

A



I’ve been into intentionally screwing up gay lingo like saying
throwing cunt and serving shade. Also, I’m all about the Rizz. Me and 

my friends talked to some people last night about young women
wanting to be autistic. I’m trans-orientation.



Porn saved 
me and
my dad’s 
relationship.

CHAPTER
NINE :



I like being 
super nice to 

people but then 
making fun of 

them as soon as 
they die. 



I personally love failed artists that never grew up and got real jobs. Captain Hook got ya bitch lmao.

Dying
in a pool
of
gang bang
semen
and
crusty
panties

I was a niche-internet-
micro-micro-celebrity first.

Black 
people eating 

sushi.



CHAPTER
SEVEN : Having takes is asking for 
public drama. Fuck T. Where do I inject 
more superego?



listen, i maintain a 
non-cartesian and 

non-euclidean 
politics ok? i don’t know 
if you understand that. 
look into chaos magick 
and the temple of the 

black light 
pandimensionalism

okay? i just don’t think 
you and i are working,

i’m sorry.

rubbing her clit with a lightsaber while pinching her 
nipples with black leather fingerless biker gloves on. 
mmm, back and forth at medium speed, her loud 

moans synchronized with the lightsaber’s blinking hot-
red flash.



Autism pussy is retarded.

h



I’m not interested 
in meaning. I only 
want to hang with 

the most based 
people who know 
language is fake.



I want to get hard inside of ur mouth.

CHAPTER
SIX : Writing for magazines makes you gay.



A lot of these airhead Dimes Square 
type girls are into trad dating but the 

actual intellectuals who have real
degrees and make serious money 
are into multiple partners that they 
rank from morning cunnilingus sil-
ver-haired daddy to Friday night

Brazilian Fredrico.

I’ve had exes like all my Schizo-posts 
for years and then when we hate each 
other say that I’ve always been dumb. 

That’s like Jonah Hill liking every bikini pic
and then calling you a whore.

I want a
charcuterie

spread
on ur

fat juicy ass.



1 poo = 1 roll of TP



Grandma, people are liking my writing about pushing aside 
micro G-string thongs to get a nice peak of an asshole.



Group show called Peter Gazing 
where it is only dudes and like 10 
of em. Their work must be a dick 
pic of their fully erect penis and 
it would be “hung” institution-

ally. No documentation allowed. 
You can only go IRL and there’s 

no opening.

Emo rap is perfect for people who have learning challenges.

h





I know dudes
actually scared to fart
in front of a girl.

Bro
u know what kind of noises 
come out of that lil girl
in mad holes
when u not around?



"Just because I’m straight doesn’t mean I can’ t 
be gay. That’s what I’ve been trying to tell all the 

young whippersnappers for awhile now.”

- Pop Pop Bienstock



Some men like penis and they are gay. I like vagina and I’m also gay.

Men not into gore, war, and conquest get period cramps.

The other Dimes Squarians can’t throw cunt like me.



Whistleblower in the GC.



CHAPTER
SIX:
Dick on Deck



Whenever
I go to 
pound
town 
I get a flat tire

V



Art critics b the type to critique someone’s sense of humor. 

b



I will NEVER apologize for being Black.





I sniff wallets



I like having sex with my soccer coach.



Cheerios on a high chair with 
loads of semen all over em.

Taking a fat dump inside her pussy was pure ecstasy.

I like Nazi dick

Queer Islam Judeo-Christians and Muslims are basically just 
wasting their only life. 

If ur hot I love you



Immediately telling someone you just met “we should only be friends.”



If Valerie Solanos was around today
I’d be her side piece.

The crackhead yelling expletives
owns this dick. 

Mental illness is the only path to Heaven.



Skater gangbang at Seward Park.



y
That first lil drop of pee sitting in that piss hole 
before I throat goat is indubitably the aperitif.



No one l ikes you.



Watch every fat fuck try to flex like me and get like two likes 

lmaoo.



NO ONE LIKES ME 
BECAUSE I’M AN 
UGLY FAT BALD 

LOSER



CHAPTER
SIX:
Shiksa pussy meat is gloriously nasty 
and tastes like honey glazed pork belly.







I remember my young 20s like they were yesterday
because of how insane they were. 



FINGERING

A MOANING

TURKEY



Now Ital ians I understand. They make-a-da pizza.

Netflix and anal fingering.



Licking up Hitler’s cum farts yummmmmy :)))



CHAPTER
SIX: Everyone knows I’m a slut 
on the dance floor



If most of my
work wasn’t 

about parody and 
effacement
I’d have to 

actually be open 
to criticism

which is kind of 
gayish.



Costco hotdogs hit better than heroin.



Playing who cares the least with someone you love is actually hot.



Everyone thinks it’s cool to be a bigot now Everyone thinks it’s cool to be a bigot now 
when I was doing it first in Dimes Square. I when I was doing it first in Dimes Square. I 
was the first person to make bigotry aes-was the first person to make bigotry aes-
thetic and cool in Dimes Square. Dude even thetic and cool in Dimes Square. Dude even 

ask some of the major players. If you see signs ask some of the major players. If you see signs 
in a building that say no this or no that. in a building that say no this or no that. 

They are directly addressing me. I’ll even list They are directly addressing me. I’ll even list 
it. Drawing asked to be taken down at MX it. Drawing asked to be taken down at MX 
Gallery minutes before opening. Almost told Gallery minutes before opening. Almost told 
to not use a wheelchair in a performance. to not use a wheelchair in a performance. 

Asked to change movie for screening. I’m not Asked to change movie for screening. I’m not 
saying that I cared. I’m glad other people saying that I cared. I’m glad other people 
have limits haha. I’m just saying I’m ac-have limits haha. I’m just saying I’m ac-

tually a bit “off”. This all took place in a tually a bit “off”. This all took place in a 
Dimes Square milieu and I hold no grudge.Dimes Square milieu and I hold no grudge.



Michael Richards gave me stage fright.

IF THE INFANT TIGHT, FUCK IT



j

Money, clout, or hot girls. 
These are what I consider 
when being involved with 
something. I am not an art 

for art’s sake guy.

I have a chocolate dipped penis.



CHAPTER
SIX : I’ve been an incel for about ten 
years now and haven’t even really 
talked to a girl irl beyond telling them 
“whole milk”. it doesn’t bother me at all. 
i’m glad that i can just value people for 
their personalities and idiolect. 
Only thing I b smashing is her sense of security. Successful homie 
hoppers are usually just emotional lesbians lmao. If she ain’t respond in 
2 seconds it’s over bro, she sneaky linking w yo best friend AND his 
K9! This ain’t a dark neg my cuzin, this shit game over and yo dick a 
raisen 4 LYFEEE! Me just existing is humble bragging. Like dude, just 
because I told u some Cumtown bro was at a party isn’t humble brag-
ging, it’s just me telling u what I did after you ask and u getting jealous. 
Playing knockout with chopsticks in ur fists. I will smack u silly w this 
willy. Hey dude I think it’s cool ur a smelly schizo maniac shouting out 
non-sequiturs about identity but can u do it across the street? Thanks. 
Why can’t women just wear droopy basketball shorts to the gym, it’s 
not like men wear their status rating there. I’m the edgiest because I 
have everything to lose. My pattern is: let myself go completely, reel it 
back in, let myself go completely, reel it back in, ad infinitum. That’s just 
who I’ve always been. I want to feel everything. Nothing beats listening 
to unearthed recordings of teens trying their hardest to be demonic 
and magickal on beautiful objects made 25 years later. If ur against 
cynicism risk your life for another’s right now! In NYC it’s punk to have 
a full time job. The key to being funny is to not care if ur being funny at 
all. Nothing worse than someone constantly worried if u get their joke 
or find it funny. GAY!



Trend-Report

in:

my dick

out:
 

my dick

a d  i n f i n i t u m



to  educate  you on Wh i teness

It is not my responsibility



Walking across the street to avoid a Karen.





I am spiritually an Indian coomer and they always innately know this 
and we have great chuckles at the bodega when we compliment each 
other’s $60 dollar watches.T



The romance of the ordinary.





It’s kind of sick that with the internet, millions of people can know who 
you are and you also work at Papa Johns. That’s sick haha.



CHAPTER
FIVE : It’s not even true that I’m gay.
I was lying in a literary way so ha!



You’re attracted to bad boys because you can sue them in 30 years.



Johnny Rot-
ten 

was a
poseur
compared

to me



Royally Jew’d
You tried to call them out

But then you woke up without a bank account

Royally Jew’d

Royally Jew’d

You tried to share other histories

But now your career is a mystery

Royally Jew’d

Royally Jew’d

You just can’t win, because ZOG is here

All you have are your Goyim tears

Royally Jew’d

Royally Jew’d

The 2% have done it again

If only your IQ were your friend

Royally Jew’d

Royally Jew’d

How do they do it? It really is a riddle

You say you are superior

But you can’t even afford a fiddle!

Royally Jew’d

Royally Jew’d



“ i def fuck for leverage. 
shit, i’d fuck my own
mom if it got me 
anything more than a 
dead retarded baby.”

When the barista babe doesn’t do the lattle heart at 
7am she ain’t trying to hear ur game bro.q



Thankful for ass and titties.



I like to smoke toilet paper and eat weed.



CREAMPIE A RETARD

PENIS SUCKING

HOMELESS PUSSY SMELLS 
LIKE CHEESE

GAYS INVENTED AIDS

WOMEN LIKE TO SNORT KET 
OFF MY HAIRY ASSCHEEKS



I literally make thousands of dollars with my art 
while most artists beg to rich kid gallerists to show

hahaha



No man is 
truly a virgin, 
as their penis 
was in their 

mother.



ApocryphalPoetry



Extreme Twink DeathExtreme Twink Death

You used to drown in pussyYou used to drown in pussy
Overflowing cum bucketsOverflowing cum buckets
With your young spunk.With your young spunk.
Now hookers reject youNow hookers reject you

Even when you offerEven when you offer
A thousand bucks.A thousand bucks.

Extreme Twink Death!Extreme Twink Death!
Your gorgeous maneYour gorgeous mane
Went up in flames,Went up in flames,

And your rock hard absAnd your rock hard abs
Degenerated into dead beat dad flab. Degenerated into dead beat dad flab. 

You have no chin,You have no chin,
Because your jawlineBecause your jawline

Is buried, like a corpse within. Is buried, like a corpse within. 
Extreme Twink Death!Extreme Twink Death!

At least there’s OnlyfansAt least there’s Onlyfans
And pricey pocket pussies!And pricey pocket pussies!

But you know you’re just sextingBut you know you’re just sexting
With Albanian E-pimpsWith Albanian E-pimps

While fucking a piece of rubber!While fucking a piece of rubber!
Extreme Twink Death!Extreme Twink Death!



b
I’m not just friends with her gays; I’m gay with her gays.



and that I’ll put on sunglasses when I 
can’t get hard and ask if I look cool.

A lot of people know that I’m really bad in bed 



Two women were obsessed with Andrew Tate and
doctors said they were brainwashed lol. I like how 

society just thinks women are retards.



Mature men are racist and sexist.

u



NuOmni is you think the idea of everything being cringe is cringe because you’re NuWokr.NuOmni is you think the idea of everything being cringe is cringe because you’re NuWokr.
NuWoke is being too woke for woke and you need your safe-space to be edgy.NuWoke is being too woke for woke and you need your safe-space to be edgy.
Your edge is made of snowflakes.Your edge is made of snowflakes.





My sense of humor is literally just making someone feel like shit. 



Her white silk ribbon choker was so thin 
and delicate. It reminded me of her 
micro G-string disappearing into her 
smooth bubble butt. It was so easy to 
move aside to take a peak at that hole 
that I’ve grown to know more than my 
own. That amazing ass had the tiniest 
white hairs on its cheeks, which you 

could only see when highlighted by the 
morning window light



High thought:
What if I’m committing heinous crimes in an altered mind-
state psychosis yet somehow not caught yet?

m





Lotta guys can’t beat the dark neg; they’re simply not strong enough 
and don’t realize the glorious light (pussy) at the end of the tunnel.Z



U on the train preaching,

BRUH GET YO ASS TO A JOB



Excuse me, but to say you Excuse me, but to say you 
figuratively feel lost figuratively feel lost 

minimizes the trauma of minimizes the trauma of 
people who are literal-people who are literal-
ly lost. So I think you ly lost. So I think you 

should be more respect-should be more respect-
ful honestly. Think about ful honestly. Think about 

it, everyday there are it, everyday there are 
thousands of people that thousands of people that 
are literally lost and are literally lost and 

missing and either freak-missing and either freak-
ing the fuck out, eat-ing the fuck out, eat-

ing their dead friend, or ing their dead friend, or 
stuffed in a bag sleep-stuffed in a bag sleep-
ing with the fishes. Wise ing with the fishes. Wise 

the fuck up, you are the fuck up, you are 
not not ““lostlost ”” , u r a meta-, u r a meta-
phor-using overly edu-phor-using overly edu-

cated person who goes to cated person who goes to 
Europe to take pictures Europe to take pictures 
of yourself in Europe.of yourself in Europe.



e
I don’t mind when women are physically flipping out and stuff 
as long as there’s like lots of moving parts to look at or at 
the very least bending over nicely.



I was sitting on some steps to an apartment across from work 
in the morning before I had to go in. A disheveled dirty man came 
up to me and said he just got out. I said I don’t have any cash but 
I’ll give him a cigarette. He took it and sat right next to me, now 
blocking the whole doorway. 
We both lit up and didn’t say anything. 
Someone came down and was visibly upset we were there but 
he got through.

For three minutes me and this GUY just had a smoke, not saying 
one word, except me handing him another cigarette.

Finally, I broke tension by asking how long he did and he said 5 
years.
I said, shit I’ve only done 2.5 days for stupid shit and he smirked. 

A minute later of some more silence he started yelling nonsense 
and I said what’s up?

He got up and started screaming at nothing and after I showed no 
reaction, he just walked away. I went to work thinking, why does 
this happen to me so much?



Gir ls  w i l l  th ink I ’m hot

and then violently throw up when they see my egg dick.



“It’s not a big deal 
that I’m a serial 

killer; I’m just 
having fun.”

- Alex Bienstock





“Evil Bienstock” was a conscious performative online artistic process; a cultural face
tattoo. It is something to ponder and intellectualize by thinking people. It was my most 
populist project and the metrics proved that, even though that was not foresighted.

Finance Punk was an online meta-religion that me and Barrett created using Stubbs as an
esoteric figurehead. It culminated into Capital yet ultimately undercut itself as Non-BBQ 
to show its restraint and control. It is about itself and its own development and trajectory.



I hereby admit that I have extreme womb envy, clitoris envy, and full on vulva envy. I also have nice 
smooth bubble butt envy. Also, I envy that women have a hole that smells very sweet and yummy, 
while I only have a dirty poopy hole.






